CFM Purchase
Your OPEX under control.
Always, anywhere.

Keep track of your orders and constantly monitor
your costs with real-time budgeting
CFM Purchase provides you with all sections of the

be enormously reduced, so your employees can focus

purchasing process at one point in an intelligently

on the essentials. Real-time-budgeting informs you

structured manner, gives you full control over your

directly about your remaining budget simultaneously

budgets and allows your suppliers to work directly

while ordering. A variety of reports provide important

with this information. Using the inquiry-webform

information about the stock and the status of delivery

suppliers can easily answer your requests and pass

as well as warehousing. Your fleet will be integrated

it on to CFM Purchase.

seamlessly due to the on-board application Cloud

The module will arrange all relevant data clearly to

Ship Manager (CSM).

compare offers and their follow ups as easy as pos-

With CFM Purchase, you organise your purchasing

sible. Open interfaces allow suppliers to connect their

cycle completely and portable in just one application.

own applications directly with CFM Purchase to struc-

Experience the interconnection of suppliers, office, fleet

ture communications even more efficiently. Your ef-

and benefit from real-time data for dynamic budget

forts for communication and offer-comparison will

planning and permanent control over your OPEX.

Transparent

Interconnected

Intuitive and clear access to the whole

Directly integrate suppliers and let them

ordering process.

answer to inquiries using web-forms.

Time- and cost-saving

Mobile

Centralised documentation and reduction

With CFM Purchase Mobile you can check

of communication effort.

data and grant approvals on the go.

Key features

Inquiry-Webform

All aspects of the purchasing process

Suppliers can easily answer your requests with

in one application

the inquiry-webform. CFM Purchase will arrange
all relevant data clearly to compare offers and

Processing of inquiries, quotations

their follow ups as easy as possible.

and initiated orders

Open interfaces allow suppliers to connect their
own applications to organise communications
even more efficiently.

Real-time budgeting

Mobile app for insights and approvals

CFM Purchase Mobile

on the go
CFM Purchase Mobile gives you the ability to
Access to all information with PC

quickly access the most relevant information,

or Tablet

check budgets and grant approvals for requisitions and orders on the go, using your smartphone.
Simplify your processes and stay in control.

Integrated warehousing

Integrated reports (e.g. OPEX,
supplier, order overview)

Tracking of delivered orders

Direct integration of suppliers via
web-form / open interface

About Hanseaticsoft
Hanseaticsoft was founded in 2009 by Alexander Buch-

technologies by means of intuitive software solutions.

mann. Buchmann and his team draw on several years

Today Hanseaticsoft has more than 60 employees. It

of experience in the software department of a medi-

is now part of Lloyd’s Register Group, one of the

um-sized shipping company in Hamburg, the third

world’s leading providers of professional services for

largest container harbour in Europe. In Hanseaticsoft,

engineering and technology – improving safety and

the idea of a new software concept was finally re-

increasing the performance of critical infrastructure

alised: giving enterprises access to new and efficient

for clients in over 75 countries worldwide.
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